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AlthoughA  we started our careers at veryt  differenty timest
(Debra received her Ph.D. in 1983, Anna will likely
completeA  hers in 2013), we have converged on a topic

that has captured our imaginationsr  as well as kept ust up at
night with images of peoplef  in pain and circumstances f of
untold horror. Our current researcht  delves into the origins
and evolution of culturallyf sanctioned violence used to sub-
due, capture, enslave, or torture humans.

As anthropologists, we use bioarchaeology asy  a means to
explain humann  behavior.n In this case, we want to understand
the biological impacts of prolongedf  periods of abusef  at thet
hands of othersf  or what itt meanst  to be literally workedy to the
bone as a slave, captive, or indentured servant. We work with
theories about the ways that nonlethal and lethal violence are
used to subdue and exploit humans. Captivity, slavery, and
torture are very old and ancient practices,t going back ask far
as there are written records. Bioarchaeology can make
important contributionst to explaining how violencew is used
to create and reinforce particular kinds of socialf  orders.

Bioarchaeology is the analysis of humanf  remains in a richly
detailed and nuanced context thatt integrates biological, cul-
tural, and environmental data from a number ofr sources.f
Joanna Sofaer captures the essence of thisf  kind of integratedf
research when she says “we cannot take an empiricist wview
and assume that osteologicalt data speak fork  themselves . . .
as the body is simultaneously biological, representational
and material” (2006:11). Bioarchaeology is informed by the
use of frameworks,f models, and theories that aidt in thinking
through the different ways that bodies can reveal the effects
of pastf behaviors. The work we do in studying violence is a
form of archaeologicalf witnessing of horrificf  past eventst  that
helps us sharpen our understanding of whatf motivates and
drives the systems of powerf  that use violence (see Scheper-
Hughes and Bourgois 2004). Shining a light on these com-
plex behaviorsx can reveal how violencew is embedded in social
structures.

How can bioarchaeologists differentiate violence on the body
that is related to captivity, bondage, or slavery fromy  other
possible causes? One example is a series of studiesf  we con-
ducted on a group of womenf  who lived among an Ancestral
Pueblo community aroundy  1,000 years ago (Martin et al.t
2008). Integrating skeletal analysis, mortuary context,
archaeological reconstruction, and neuropathology, we were
able to use multiple lines of evidencef that all pointed to cap-
tivity and enslavement. A subgroup of womenf  showed injury
recidivism, that is,t repeated trauma and injury over the
course of af  lifetime (see Judd 2002 for one of thef  first stud-
ies linking injury recidivismy to violence in ancient societies).
Indicators included healed cranial depression fractures like-
ly due to blunt force trauma obtained during raiding and
abduction of females.f  These women also had a variety f of
healed fractures on the lower body, as well as localized trau-
ma to the joints (e.g., dislocated hip joint). These may bey  the
result of punishmentf or harshr treatment. These women also
had indicators of poorf health (infections, nutritional prob-
lems). Months or years of hardf labor resultedr in pronounced
muscle markers, traumatic osteoarthritis, and trauma-
induced pathologies in these women. They were recovered
from burial contexts different from individuals who did not
have bodies wracked with trauma and pathology. In this case,
the women seem to have been placed without any intention-
ality or grave offerings and in abandoned pit structures.t

Philip Walker (1989) found patterns of healedf cranial depres-
sion fractures on men and women from a southern Califor-
nia group also from about 1,000t years ago. However, there
was not a pattern of injuryf recidivism or differential burial
context, and this led him to suggest that the head wounds
were related to ritualized violence during periods of environ-f
mental stress. In this study, Walker wasr  the first bioarchae-t
ologist tot show thatw blows to head severe enough to leave cra-
nial depression fractures could have caused some brain
injury. He made the initial connection between healed head
wwounds and long-term behavioral changes in the form f of
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migraine headaches, dizziness, impaired judgment, and
other sider effects of traumaticf brain injury.

We extended Walker’s observations by working with a neu-
ropathologist (Bradley Crenshaw)y  who examined the crania
of thef  Ancestral Pueblo females with head wounds. We
learned that braint injury resultsy when external forces are
applied to the outside of thef skull and are transmitted to the
brain. The damage occurs in two places: at the coup (where
the blunt forcet  is applied) and the contra-coup (where the
brain slams into the opposite side of thef  skull from the force
of hit).f A multitude of sidef  effects are possible, depending on
which parts of thef brain are most damaged. As an example,
one female (age 30 at thet time of death)f  had survived a crush-
ing blow thatw affected a large area at thet top of herf  head.r Dr.
Crenshaw analyzed the extent oft herf  injuries and felt certaint
that she would have had life-long behavioral challenges.
Given the size, location, and status of herf injury, she may
have had problems not onlyt  withy migraines and dizziness,
but also with motor control, balance, and general coordina-
tion. In addition to healed head wounds, this woman also
had a dislocated hip that couldt  have been from poor balance
and problems with motor coordination, both of whichf are
long-term side effects of traumaticf  brain injury.

Bioarchaeology of thef Atlantic slave trade in the Americas
was pioneered by Michael Blakey (1998) with his oversight f oft
the African Burial Ground Project. He and his students doc-
umented the ways that thet skeleton reveals the accumulative
effects of subjugationf  and hard labor. Their findings show
how pronouncedw musculoskeletal markers and traumatic
pathologies leave signs that suggestt excessive, grueling, and
long hours of physicalf labor. The bones tell a story ofy indi-f
vviduals being worked beyond their physical capabilities.

Dealing with the bioarchaeology of torturef  and executions
has also revealed that there are key patterns revealed on the
skeleton. The assemblage at Sacred Ridge, Colorado, for
example, is made up of thef remains of atf least 33 people
who were killed, dismembered, and placed in a pit struc-
ture around A.D. 800. Examination of thef  foot bones fof
these individuals shows a pattern of injuryf that is consis-
tent with hobbling and torture, which would have been a
tremendously perfomative aspect during the massacre.
Individuals would have been forced to watch their kin
being hobbled by blows and cuts to the sides of thef  feet and
tortured by beating the soles and tops of thef feet. Peeling f of
the bony tissue as well as cut marks, buckling of thef  bone,
and other marks consistent with torture and hobbling are
present on adult remains of bothf sexes. Hobbling would
have made it impossible for the individual to y physically
move or flee; this has both physical and psychological
effects. Hobbling is visible through the damage to the sides
of thef feet, caused by both blows and cutting of thef  liga-
ments that stabilize the foot for walking and running. Tor-
ture through beating the soles of thef feet has a long and
diverse history worldwide. Torture cements the social con-
trol of af captive by literally giving the aggressor power to
inflict pain (or to stop the infliction of pain).f These types fof
injury have absolutely no utility after death, and so t must
have been perpetrated prior to death.

How Can These Data from the Bodies of Formerf
Captives and Slaves Aid In Understanding Modern
Day Slavery?

The current relevancet  of thesef  types of behaviorsf  cannot be
overstated. Media images and descriptions provide daily ref-y
erences to the global trafficking of humansf in an under-
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Figure 1: Debra Martin workingn ing  hern bioarchr labh with undergraduateh

student, Kristin Halsey.

Figure 2: Anna Osterholtz in then Sheilagh Brooksh Osteology Researchy
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ground slavery movementy that affects at leastt 27 million peo-
ple worldwide. We also know thatw int  war-torn regions and
places defined by sectariany violence, people are kept captive
and are at timest tortured or ceremonially executedy  as a way
of sendingf  particular kinds of messagesf  to the witnesses.

Using theories about the ways that violence permeates a
social system, direct violence is the physical bodily harm
done to individuals, and the bones of thesef people can reveal
at least somet  of that.f  As important is this is to document,
even more so is structural violence that includes laws, social
programs, and political economic systems that utilize the by-
products of violence:f  subordination and fear in the mainte-
nance of inequality.f It is culturally sanctioned violence that
makes direct and structural violence look andk feel normal.

Bioarchaeology isy  uniquely suitedy to provide data on direct,
structural, and cultural violence because it hast the potential
to integrate evidence from many different levelst of analysis.f
From the bones of thosef  that suffered, to the manner that
they werey  interred, to the larger community that theyt lived
in, and finally to the regional context int which the political
and economic events played out.

Still, there are many challenges in reconstructing captivity,
slavery, bondage, and torture. Pain is notoriously difficulty to

document and even more difficult to objectively score,y since
each individual will feel pain at differingt intensities. Equally
difficult for us as bioarchaeologists, and even more impor-
tant for us when examining concepts such as torture in a
performative light, is the impact thatt  anothert  person’s pain
has on a witness. In some ways, being forced to watch some-
one you care for in pain may bey as powerful as being sub-
jected to such pain yourself. Not onlyt is someone you care
for in distress, but you have no power to mitigate the situa-
tion. Pain is inherently relatable, so the examination of painf
is a way to humanize work suchk as that seent at Sacredt  Ridge,
where the scale of thef  massacre has a tendency toy overwhelm
individual observations. Through our collective studies f of
these kinds of violence,f we can get ant  idea of whatf that indi-
vidual felt and imagine ourselves and our families in a simi-
lar situation.

Bioarchaeology has only begun to scratch the surface f of
understanding the biological effects and social contexts fof
captivity, slavery, bondage and torture. These data from the
bioarchaeological record show patterns in trauma and y injury
that providet important insightst into the ways that violencet is
used to inflict pain and suffering in the service of largerf
political, social, and ideological agendas.
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3: Diagram showingm tortureg and disarticulationd of thef  foot bones.t

The blue areae  represents placess of bonef  crushing, green represents bone

ppeeling, and brownd isn missing digits.g Slash marksh on the tops of thef

bones represents  perimortemt cutm marks.t




